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Ike Tyler, Chairperson 
Roy Holzer, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairman Tyler called this Economic Development/Planning/Publicity Meeting to order at 10:06 
am with the following Supervisors in attendance: Clayton Barber, Archie Depo, Stephanie 
DeZalia, Shaun Gillilland, Joe Giordano, Roy Holzer, Ken Hughes, Steve McNally, Jim Monty, 
Jay Rand, Tom Scozzafava, Jeff Subra, Ike Tyler, Joe Pete Wilson and Davina Winemiller. Robin 
DeLoria and Charlie Harrington had been previously excused. 

 
Department Heads present: Dan Palmer, Mike Mascarenas, Anna Reynolds and Jim Dougan. 
Dan Manning was absent. 
 
Deputies present: Dina Garvey   
 
Also present: Jay Ward and Scott Christian - Ward Lumber Company, James Seeley - Cornell 
Cooperative Extension, Jim McKenna and Mary Jane Lawrence - ROOST, Bruce Misarski - 
Housing Assistance Program, Jody Olcott - IDA and Aurora McCaffery - Essex County Historian. 
  
TYLER: Economic Development/Planning/Publicity Committee come to order.  
We have a guest speaker today, Mr. Jay Rand, I’m sorry, Jay Ward.  
 
WARD: I am good with being in the same conversation with Jay Rand, anyway.  
So, thanks for the opportunity to be here, thank you for the invitation. Lots of old friends, no, 
longtime friends, but then some new faces, as well, so Jay Ward, CEO of Ward Lumber. We’re 
located in Jay and Malone and Archie asked me to come and talk about our recent transition to a 
worker owned cooperative. So, Ward Lumber’s been around for 130 years, not all me. I’ve been 
doing it for 33 years and while it’s a lot of fun, I don’t know that I can handle another 33 years of 
this much fun. So, there had to be some sort of transition and I’m not going anywhere, I’ll talk 
about that in a moment. But, every business, every privately owned business is going to go 
through a transition at some point and those options are varied, but they can include things like 
acquisition by some other business or in our industry there are some large rollups that buy lumber 
yards and then divest them larger. Liquidation is an option for business owners as they reach a 
state where they no longer want to work ½ days, 12 hours, just ½ days. Any of you, business 
owners get that joke? Just ½ days, just 12 hours.  
So, I looked at what would be the best way to transition Ward Lumber and liquidation was not 
appealing. I think we have an important place in the communities that we serve and our customers 
tell us that for sure. An acquisition by some sort of another entity would potentially change culture. 
I have a friend in Vermont who works for a lumber dealer that was privately owned, got bought by 
one of these rollups and the culture changes, because it’s no longer about the employee team, 
customers and community, it’s about the bottom line and that’s not what we’re about and it’s not 
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what I want to be about.  
So, worker ownership is something that I really was interested in 25 years ago. When I explored 
it I was told, can’t do it, too complicated, too low margin in business. So, I put it off until 2018 and 
via a Facebook post, I’m not a big social media person, but Facebook, ANCA had a post about 
worker owned cooperatives. That was sometime in the evening, and by 2:00 AM I had gone deep 
in the rabbit hole and found resources that I didn’t know existed and found that a worker 
cooperative might be an option. So, three years later, a pandemic later, we transitioned a month 
or two ago to a worker owned cooperative. 
So, what is a worker owned cooperative? When I talk about employee ownership, many folks say 
I know about ESOPs. ESOPs is a very common, well-known, successful model for employee 
ownership. This is not an ESOP and part of my mission is to explain that while ESOPs are 
successful, worker owned cooperatives are a different model. The differences are, in a worker 
owned cooperative an employee team member has an option to buy a share. Scott Christian is 
with me. I meant to introduce Scott, many of you probably know Scott, he is a team member, been 
Essex County Fair, that guy for a long time, was part of the steering committee that developed 
our worker cooperative and now is the Vice-President of our Board of Directors, to whom I report. 
So, employees have an opportunity to buy a share, it is by choice. In our case the steering 
committee set that price at $1,000.00. That’s real money, that’s not just pocket change, but it’s 
attainable, my goal was that it be attainable and by the way folks can buy a share or pay for a 
share for as little as $10.00 per week over less than two years and pay off their $1,000.00 
commitment. So, that one share provides the opportunity to vote, direct vote on electing a Board 
of Directors and big decisions like an acquisition or dissolution. So, in the instance of an ESOP 
there are trustees that make those big decisions for a business and my goal is really to invest 
control of the business directly with the men and women that work, over 50 men and women that 
work with Ward Lumber every day, that live in our communities and know or customers and know 
the business, so that’s really important to me. So, with a worker co-op, the profits in a co-op 
they’re called patronage, I am learning a whole new vocabulary through this process. That 
patronage is shared directly with the employee team, the employee owners. I’ve always shared 
our profits with our employee team through bonuses, this really formalizes that process and 
makes it a direct process and in our case, our co-op it’s based on hours worked. So, if someone 
works full time, they get what we’ll call a full share, somebody works 20 hours a week, they will 
get half of that, salaried individuals they’re considered a full time. 
So, the goal is for my being here is, one, to share our success with you, I’m pretty excited about 
it. The first co-op, worker owned co-op in the North Country, one of the first in our industry, but 
also to share the message with you, as leaders of our community, that this option exists. It’s, I 
don’t want to say common, but it happens a lot, but on a low-key basis, I guess. It’s not well 
known. The worker owned cooperative is not well known. Co-ops exists in a lot of places, 
customer co-ops like the food co-op in Plattsburgh, producer co-ops, like Cabot Cheese and other 
dairy co-ops, buying co-ops. We’re a member of a very large buying cooperative. This is another 
kind of cooperative, a worker owned cooperative.  
So, this is another option, another tool to help retain business. On our main streets, I think of our 
main street in AuSable Forks, when we lose a business on that main street the chances of 
somebody coming in to reopen that business or even put a new business in there is pretty tough, 
pretty limited. In rural communities, business are hard to come by. So, my goal of being here and 
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getting out into the world with this message is trying to help other business owners or other 
business leaders, other community leaders to learn about this option so we can save a business 
or two. If we can save a business and save those jobs it’s way less expensive than all the money 
that’s given out, maybe, for new businesses and new jobs, it’s really expensive and you all know 
better than I how challenging that is.  
So, a little bit about and I want to leave time for questions and I am probably taking too much 
time. I want to talk a little bit about how we got here or who helped us. ANCA was very 
instrumental, I mentioned ANCA was kind of where I learned about the worker co-op model, but 
through this process, Center for Business and Transition was very involved in developing this. 
Senator Gillibrand sponsored legislation back in ’18, I think, that supported worker ownership and 
is hopefully going to be at the board cutting ceremony. We don’t do ribbon cutting ceremonies in 
our industry, we do board cutting. Hopefully, she will be with us in June celebrating. What really 
for me made this possible was finding folks that know how to do co-ops and know how to finance 
it. I can run a lumber yard really well, have a lot of experience at that, had no idea how to make a 
co-op happen. So, we found through ANCA, Cooperative Development Institute that works 
throughout the Northeast and does cooperative development, oh housing co-ops is another kind 
of co-op that I forgot to mentioned. They help folks and I think somewhere in Plattsburgh area, 
folks who have mobile home, buy the ground and cooperatively own and manage that. So, CDI, 
Cooperative Development Institute and I have handouts, if anybody’s interested. CDI has a group 
that is called the Business Ownership Solution, specifically for taking existing businesses like 
Ward Lumber into employee ownership, so they were perfect. They also brought financing and 
Cooperative Fund New England is a financing institution that specializes in worker ownership. For 
30 some odd years I personally guaranteed every bit of debt we ever had. When there are 42-43 
in the business, personal guarantees don’t exist. So, it takes a mission based lender to understand 
that and CFNE is very much a mission based partner, advocate for employee ownership. So, 
those two pieces I think, if nothing else, I would like this message to be that there are resources 
out there. If somebody is interested in employee ownership there are resources for that and that 
was the key for me.  
Through this process, Empire State Development awarded us a grant. My friend, Jim McKenna 
was part of a, what is it called? RDSC? 
 
MCKENNA: Yeah, Hunger Games we call it (laughter).  
 
WARD: Through Jim’s group we were sent to the State and received $250,000.00 grant, that was 
given to the employee ownership group to develop the co-op, that was critical. You know as I 
presented this to our employee team in 2018, I can remember the first conversation and the 
response from the employee team was, you’re going to do what? We’re going to what? It is a 
unique concept and RDSC providing 250,000 reasons why this was a pretty good idea that really 
helped a lot of people realize that I haven’t totally lost my mind, that it wasn’t just me that was out 
there. Small business Development Center, Angela Smith, in particular, I hope some of you know 
Angela, she was really, really helpful in this process. Senator Gillibrand’s legislation, Director of 
the SBA, he supported the worker ownership, that was part of that whole process.  
So, I think I’ll stop there. I probably went over my time and I’ll entertain questions.  
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TYLER: Any questions?  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Stewart’s? Is this similar to Stewart’s, what they have? 
 
WARD: So, Stewart’s is a ESOP and a very success ESOP and I don’t know a lot about ESOPs. 
I don’t mean to be an expert, but ESOPs, one of the things is they require an evaluation every 
year and evaluations are expensive, we spend $30,000.00 on one, we don’t make enough money 
to do that every year. So, an ESOP also has a trustee that runs the company, Scott Christian runs 
Ward Lumber in the big picture. Scott Christian and 6 other board members make those decisions. 
So, there are differences and that is an ESPO.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Why’s plywood so expensive?  
 
WARD: I was thinking driving here, I would offer to talk about that and I’m happy to.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I watched a freight train go through Port Henry, Friday, had 15 car loads of 
plywood and probably 8 car loads of 2x4s coming out of Canada. I mean the price of materials 
are insane right now, as you know.  
 
WARD: Insane, so I’ll share a stat with you and I would be happy to talk about it. So, we typically 
carry about a million dollars of inventory in each store, on a typical year. If we have three million, 
that’s over the top, we have five million dollars on the ground right now, for two reasons, unit 
costs, which you referenced and because the supply chain is so bent and broken I’m buying so 
much extra to try and stay ahead of it, never knowing where the gap’s going to be. So, our yard 
staff is really not happy with me, because the barns are just full. Why are prices so high? Supply 
and demand. So, the pandemic hits and I talked to a consultant and said, what should we do? 
The consultant said, clamp down, cut expenses, cut your inventory, cut, cut, cut, cut and I thought 
about it for a week and I talked to my managers and are we going to have to do layoffs and I held 
off and then a week later, I guaranteed our staff a full paycheck throughout. The third week I 
started talking to customers and builders were just getting inquires, so I started saying buy, buy, 
buy to my buyers and I said I wanted a month, two months, we never got to extra inventory, but 
we have a head start, because people were home. The honey-do list, there was no hiding from 
the honey-do list. You can’t say, well, I got to go to work. So the honey-do list got done and home 
was the safe place, so demand has been over the top. So, last year things got crazy and busy, 
going into the fall in our industry and through the winter, manufacturers build inventory and then 
come spring we’ve got inventory. We went into the fall with the lowest collective inventory we’ve 
ever seen in our industry and through the winter demand just kept outpacing supply. So, come 
spring when the treated, treated was crazy last year; right? Treated right now is higher than it was 
at the peak of last year and something called Priced on Shipment is in place now, where it didn’t 
happen until late last year, So, I buy truckloads of treated right now and I don’t know what they’re 
going to cost me until they land. That’s challenging and that’s with so much of what we buy right 
now. I cut a PO, I don’t know how much. A truckload of OSB last year, March, $17,000.00, this 
year, when it showed up, $35,000.00, double, roughly. So, supply and demand and it’s not going 
to get any better. I was talking to a contractor yesterday, when are the prices going to come down? 
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I’ve got a house to build, when are the prices come down? Not this year. If you need to build, buy 
now and if you pay for it, we’ll hold the prices, otherwise we’re holding prices 7 days; which we, 
suppliers are, when you hang up the phone that price is gone, because the product might be 
gone. It is absolutely insane, I’ve never seen anything like this and I hope to never again.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Thank you 
 
WARD: I don’t know if you really wanted all that, Tom, but that’s what you get. It is hard.  
 
TYLER: Thank you, Mr. Ward.  
 
MCNALLY: Do you think this is going to help as far attracting new employees and retaining the 
employees that you have now? Is there a positive feel with the employees?  
 
WARD: Scott can answer some questions. I’ll let him think about that for a minute and I’ll give you 
a quick answer. A lot case studies and statistics relative to worker ownership and specify worker 
owned co-ops do reflect, yes. Productive goes up, profits go up, retention goes up, recruitment I 
don’t know. Retention, because everybody’s sharing the profits. Recruitment you know I talked to 
the employee team, in an interview when you got such a short time it’s a little hard to explain this 
concept. I think in the long term as this, our message gets out, it will help the recruitment.  
 
MCNALLY: That seems to be one of our largest issues in this area is the employees, finding 
employees.  
 
WARD: Absolutely, absolutely, we have a really great team, but we always seem to need one or 
two more, especially with how busy we are, really busy.  
 
RAND: What percentage of your staff opted to buy shares into your company? Was it most of 
them?  
 
WARD: Scott, do you have the exact? Out of 50 it’s 42-43, something like that.  
 
CHRISTIAN: Yeah, 44 
 
WARD: So, I don’t know what that percent is, closer to 90% and I will tell you that some of the 
folks that did not opt in I’ve been talking with over the last couple of, last month and there was 
some hesitation, this is how I got there, one of the hesitations I keep hearing is, I don’t want to 
lose my house. I don’t want the risk and I continue to explain that there is no risk. My house was 
at risk for 30 days, but through a worker owned cooperative the only thing that is at risk are the 
profits that are earned or patronage that accumulates. If we have a lot of losses, those would go 
away, but personal assets are not at risk. So and some of the folks that didn’t join us say, well I 
just want to see how it goes. We’re having a good year; this is not a year to sleep on it. I would 
suggest this is a good year to get in, because at the end of the year we’re handing out thousands 
of dollars of hopefully profits, I don’t want to go to this guy and say, sorry you don’t get any. And 
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of that thousand dollars I talked about for buying share, when real profitable, the profits can go 
toward that thousand dollars, if it’s not all paid. So, very little cash in.  
 
WARD: This gentleman asked a question and I wonder if Scott had anything on 
recruitment/retention?  
 
CHRISTIAN: Yeah, I think that it’s positive, like Jay say we had people that didn’t join that want 
to think about it for a year, well, all those people have been there for a while, it seems like the 
new hires, you know we had a couple people that maybe got hired in the Jay store had signing 
people up, coming to me saying I want to sign right up. So, I think it’s going to keep, attract people, 
definitely keep people.  
 
SUBRA: Would this transition been possible without the quarter million-dollar grant or feasible?  
 
WARD: Great question, it would have been possible and we were on that path and so I was 
determined it was going to work, would it have worked without it? I think so, but I can’t guarantee. 
It was good for the lenders to see the State of New York participate. You know that’s always 
confidence building. As I said, really great for the employee team to see the State of New York 
do that. But I hope that wouldn’t be seen as a got to have, because the numbers work without it. 
It was doable without it. I was recently asked about the cost of this. So, we put together the costs 
of development. So, I invested about $250,000.00. A different $250,000.00, by the way, my 
$250,000.00 in legal costs, in fees and related to make this happen. That was really on the high 
end and the year around pandemic and I talked about moving of inventory. So that made it more 
complicated, it probably would have been about $100,000.00 to $150,000.00 worth of costs for 
development and I didn’t mention this, so we got financing from Cooperative Fund New England, 
they brought in another lender, Capital Impact Partners and financed the bulk, as the owner/seller 
I am holding some piece of this and that’s often common in selling a private business.  
 
TYLER: Any other questions? Thank you Mr. Ward.  
 
WARD: You’re welcome, thank you so much for having me. We put out a video, if you haven’t 
seen the video and you’re interested I would love to find a way to get it to you. I really want to find 
opportunities to share, spread this information to others, so if you’re involved in local chambers 
or other organizations where I can speak via Zoom or in person, I’ve committed myself and the 
Board has given me the okay to put some energy into spreading the word about this opportunity. 
Thank you 
 
TYLER: Thank you, have a good one.  
 

********************** 
 

The next item on the agenda was Industrial Development was Jody Olcott reporting as 
follows: 
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OLCOTT: Good morning, I gave you the May report. Exciting project on the table, I’m asking for 
your support on, it is the demolition and construction of a new hotel in Lake Placid. It is called, it 
is going to be a Cambia Hotel, which is a Choice Hotel. Lake Placid is obviously doing the games 
coming up. This is a large, large investment of $36 million, asking for the IDA sales tax exemption 
for the purchase of equipment and materials for the facility. The IDA Board had a presentation on 
that last month. We had a public hearing on it last week, no comments. Went to the Town of North 
Elba who have supported the idea of giving the sales tax exemption and other hotel related 
projects in North Elba, 25 full time, 22 part time. The project was on the table, I think the beginning 
of 2020, when funding got pulled at the beginning of COVID. They have now secured a different 
bank, for funding. It’s a good project, we like it. I think it’s a no brainer. I am asking for your support 
for up to a million dollars on a sales tax exemption for this project.  
 
TYLER: Resolution for that support? Mr. Holzer, second Mr. Monty 
 
RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE IN THE FORM OF SALES TAX 
ABATEMENT TO BE PROVIDED BY THE ESSEX COUNTY INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
AGENCY IN CONNECTION WITH A PROJECT FOR DUAL DEVELOPMENT, LLC 
Holzer, Monty 
 
TYLER: Any discussion? All in favor? Any opposed?  
 
OLCOTT: That’s all I have, unless you have questions.  
 
TYLER: Thank you Jody 
 
OLCOTT: Thank you 
 

*************************** 
 

 The next item on the agenda was Community Resources with Anna Reynolds reporting 
as follows: 
 
REYNOLDS: Hello, good morning.  
 
TYLER: Good morning Anna 
 
REYNOLDS: Two resolutions; the first one, resolution authorizing a budget amendment in the 
Community Resources Department, increasing revenues and appropriations in the amount of 
$50,000.00 for the New York State Farmland Protection Plan Grant. We received this a few years 
ago, we never opened an account for the $50,000.00 reimbursement, so that’s my resolution.  
 
TYLER: Do we have a mover? Mr. Merrihew. Second? Mr. Hughes 
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RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE COMMUNITY RESOURCES 
DEPARTMENT, INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$50,000.00 - NEW YORK STATE FARMLAND PROTECTION PLAN GRANT 
Merrihew, Hughes 
 
TYLER: Any discussion? All in favor? Opposed? Carried 
 
REYNOLDS: The second we talked about last month the award with this grant, resolution 
authorizing a budget amendment in the Community Resources Department, increasing revenues 
and appropriations in the amount of $170,000.00 for the Round 2, EFC Septic System 
Replacement Program, authorizing the Chairman or County Manager to execute the contract.  
 
TYLER: A motion? Mr. Rand. Second? Mr. Hughes.  
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT IN THE COMMUNITY RESOURCES 
DEPARTMENT, INCREASING REVENUES AND APPROPRIATIONS IN THE AMOUNT OF 
$170,000.00 FOR THE ROUND 2, EFC NYS SEPTIC SYSTEM REPLACEMENT PROGRAM, 
AND AUTHORIZING THE CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER TO EXECUTE A CONTRACT 
FOR THE SAME.   
Rand, Hughes 
 
TYLER: Discussion? All in favor? Opposed?  
Is that it, Anna?  
 
REYNOLDS: The third is the referral, the Town of North Elba. Its construction of a single family 
home on Old Military Road, which is County Route 35. The project will require curb cut of the 
driveway and site plan review. I recommend no impact, based on the required approved permit 
through the County Department of Public Works.  
 
TYLER: Moved by Mr. Rand, seconded by Mr. Holzer.  
 

ACTION OF THE ESSEX COUNTY PLANNING BOARD 
ON REFERRAL RECEIVED FROM THE TOWN OF NORTH ELBA 

 
 The following motion was made by Supervisor Rand. 
 
 Where, the Essex County Planning Board has considered the following GML 239 
referrals at its regular meeting on May 10, 2021. 
 
REFERRAL       PROPOSED ACTION 
Town of North Elba - Bengt and Ashley Walden construction of a single family 

dwelling   
    

Whereas, none of the referred, proposed actions directly impacts a county road or 
county property. 
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 Be It adopted by the Essex County Planning Board that no recommendation or 
comment on the said referral shall be or hereby is made, and the respective referring 
bodies may take such final action as they deem appropriate. 
 
 This motion was seconded by Supervisor Holzer and passed on a vote of 9 in favor, 
and none opposed. 
 
TYLER: Discussion? All in favor? Opposed?  
 
REYNOLDS: That is all, unless someone has questions?  
 
TYLER: Anything else for Anna? Thank you.  
 
REYNOLDS: Thank you 
 

**************************** 
 

 The next item on the agenda was the Historian, Aurora McCaffrey reporting as follows: 
 
MCCAFFREY: Good morning, so you have my report for the month. I just want to note a couple 
of things, quickly. The museum is opening at the end of the month, May 29th, Memorial Day 
weekend, so we are bustling around getting ready for that. The hours will be Wednesday through 
Saturday 10:00 to 4:00 and Sunday 12:00 to 4:00, so a little different.  
I did list the exhibits we’ll have available this year, as well as the programs and events. We’re still 
adding some programs, films and lectures. I should have a finalized schedule for the next meeting. 
I do have this Thursday, our meeting of the membership and everyone is welcome to join and 
that’s all I have.  
 
TYLER: Anything else or any questions? Hearing none, thank you.  
 
MCCAFFREY: Thank you 
 

**************************** 
 

 The next item on the agenda was Cornell Cooperative Extension, with James Seeley 
reporting as follows: 
 
SEELEY: Good morning, we ask that our presentation on the Farmland Protection be postponed 
until we receive more data from our researcher.  
 
TYLER: Okay, thank you. Any questions?  
 
HUGHES: I have a question, last week the resolution that was proposed, and supported by this 
Board related to the Executive Director position.  
 
SEELEY: Yes 
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HUGHES: I was just curious if there’s any reaction or thought on behalf of your Board?  
 
SEELEY: We had a joint meeting with the Franklin County Board of Extension and there was 
some discussion as to how we would proceed. We actually have a Board meeting this evening of 
the Essex County Cooperative Extension to discuss it further. There’s been no final decision on 
it at this point. We’ve entertained ideas from both on ways to proceed. As of this morning our 
Board President resigned, so we’re going to have to do some work to get contract. I’ve been 
asked to continue as the Interim Executive Director. I’ve actually been in the role for 16 months, 
but I am spread kind of thin between three counties, so we’ll report back to you as soon as we 
come to a conclusion on how we’re going to move forward.  
 
GILLILLAND: I will tell you that he is spread thin, but I think what he has provided in Essex County 
has been outstanding and he is the glue that is keeping this thing going, thank you.  
 
SEELEY: Thank you Shaun, thank you.  
 
TYLER: Anything else? Thank you  
 

**************************** 
 

 The next item was the Regional Office of Sustainable Tourism (ROOST), with James 
McKenna and Mary Jane Lawrence reporting as follows: 
 
LAWRENCE: Good morning, so I am just going to go over a couple of marketing initiatives that 
we are currently working on then James is going to go over some other, more important things.  
So, on Thursday morning we are going to be hosting a regional call. This call will be to present a 
staffing campaign for the summer. We have heard clearly and we know all of our communities 
and all around the country are seriously short with employees and we think that’s critical to focus 
on that immediately to try and get some people on board for the summer, at least. So, what we’re 
going to be doing is we’re going to be inviting all businesses that are looking for staff for the 
summer to join that call. We are going to talk about a campaign to encourage people to work in 
this region for the summer and what we can offer them to make that move from housing to 
incentives to just the jobs that are available and you know to enjoy the outdoors and the 
Adirondacks. So, please spread the word, we’ll be sending out and email today, you’ll all be 
getting it. You all get our emails; correct? Okay, good.  
So, in addition we’re continuing to work with the Whiteface Region rebranding. We just reviewed 
the survey with the branding committee last week and that went very well and so the next steps 
on that is we move to make a brand statement to review with the committee for their edits.  
In the Lake Champlain Region we’ve actually completed the brand statement and refreshed the 
mark and so we’ll be presenting the refreshed mark and the tagline. You know the tagline is just 
a couple of words underneath the mark to kind of describe the region. We’re also working the 
region on linking communities and that’s an effort to move the traveler around the different assets 
in the region with Wayfinder. So, that’s a continue to be a work on process, work in progress.  
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We had a meeting with the Town of Keene, the Adirondack Mountain Club and the developer of 
the DackMap to help decimate the hikers and the shuttle information and some other regional 
information for the summer.  
In the Adirondack Hub we are going to, we’re rebranding them as all of you probably remember 
at one point that was the Schroon Lake Region and we rebranded that to the Adirondack Hub. 
That was right before the pandemic, so we’re going to be working to elevate that brand 
recognition, Adirondack Hub and the towns that are in the hub.  
I did want to mention one other thing, that the New York State Tourism Awards for 2021 were 
recently awarded and the Regional Office of Sustainable Tourism won three. There were 250 
nominations, there was 25 awards and we received 3 of the 25, 2 were for the Pathway Forward 
and one was for our Politely Adirondack campaign.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Congratulations 
 
MCNALLY: Congratulations 
 
TYLER: Thank you MJ 
 
LAWRENCE: Thank you 
 
MCKENNA: I just have a couple of things, too. Today the RADCs are going to be kicked off again, 
so CFAs will become active today. There’s going to be some scheduling changes where the 
Empire State Development Programs will be on a rolling basis, so they’ll be on a year around 
basis is the plan right now. The other State Agencies that are involved in the grant program 
through the RADCs will be on the same schedules they have been for the past. So, they’ll go 
through later on this summer and then awarded in December. The ESD programs will have be 
submitted by June 30th and the runaround should be pretty quick. So, there’s going to be little 
change in that. We don’t have all the guidelines, but that should be coming out today.  
Quickly, occupancy tax; year to date through March is where we’ve been tracking it. We’re running 
well above 2019 at this time. So, the year prior to pandemic we’re running above that; which 
means that we’ll be able to distribute the $360,000.00 to all the towns, $20,000.00 to each town 
in June is what we plan to do this year, because that money is there.  
The World University Games are still moving forward. Also, the former Cell Science Center, that 
property was closed on and that is moving forward for housing, long term housing for both the 
games, more importantly for long term housing and a lot of the Olympic sites are really still, you 
know going through renovation; which should help us the long run.  
Looking back at 2020 our Leisure Travel Study for last year, we’ve seen the preliminary results 
and just as we thought, the length of stays of people were up last year, party size was up and 
also New York State visits were up. New York State rose to about 78% of the visitors were coming; 
which we all thought, but we haven’t seen any data on that at first, so, that’s certainly there. Short 
term rentals were really up last year, because of that, because of the pandemic and everything 
else. The length of stay and party size was good and we’re recommending, actually tomorrow to 
the Town of North Elba and the Village of Lake Placid and hopefully some of this will come to the 
County, but the major events that are happening in that part of our County this summer our 
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recommendation is going to be that they reduce by 20% and that they all are vaccinated, so that 
means that not only the participants, that will be event spectators, volunteers, officials, athletes 
for both Ironman and Rugby, specifically, that they show proof of vaccination and that the 
organization that is responsible for doing that and giving us a plan to see how that is going to 
happen; whether that’s the Excelsior Pass or another means; which is going to be our 
recommendation. So, we think that is the safest way to move forward with the 20% reduction and 
that’s it.  
 
TYLER: Thank you Jim, any questions?   I don’t see anything, have a good day.  
 
MCKENNA: Thank you, have a good day. 
 
 

**************************** 
 

 The next item was the Housing Assistance Program with Bruce Misarski reporting as 
follows: 
 
MISARSKI: Good morning, I only have two items for you today.  
I want to announce funding that was successful for a 60-unit affordable housing project in Lake 
Placid. This was our second attempt at it and we hoped to get this funded in the fall of last year 
and we were lucky enough we had a second round, came up quickly and it was funded. So, that’s 
McKenzie’s Overlook, it’s a 60-unit affordable housing project. The income limits are targeted at 
60% of AMI. So, this is, it will be located not far from the Olympic Arena, on the other side of the 
hill from that, so, it’s centrally located. The idea is that it supports the workforce that supports the 
tourism industry in Lake Placid where there is a huge need for housing for folks that clean rooms 
and work in the kitchens and do all of the work that’s required there and you’ve got employees 
traveling from over an hour away just to work the tourism and hotel industry in Lake Placid. So, 
this hopefully will ease up a little bit of some of the housing pressures that are at the lower end. 
The project will be done through Community Development and part of the plan and part of the 
attractiveness of the project to New York State was the dual use of this project. So, the hope is 
that it will be completed prior to the University Games and provide temporary housing for athletes 
that are coming to the University Games and then as soon as the University Games are over we 
will turn it over the Affordable Housing Project and we’ll start leasing that up in probably March or 
April 2023. It’s the first large affordable housing project in Essex County in quite a while, so we’re 
thrilled about it.  
Secondly, there is some funding coming out through the Federal Government. This is called 
CDBG Covid funding. CDBG is Community Development Block Grant funding through HUD is 
one of the major community development funding opportunities that come from the Federal 
Government and made available to local communities. So, currently there’s $60 million that was 
allocated to the State and generally HUD dollars these things are broken up into larger entitlement 
communities and the rest of New York State, so pretty much $30 million is going into entitlement 
communities, the other $30 million is available statewide. Just looking for ideas to apply for this 
funding round, it’s an open round through September and we’re looking for things that potentially, 
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at least be Covid related or one of the things that we could use it for is the conversion of 
underutilized buildings for affordable housing. We know that affordable housing is at a critical 
point right now, so any projects that you might know of, buildings that could use, could be 
converted to housing and can use funding, we can look at that. Other things, supporting small 
businesses, including air quality in both the facilities and improvements to housing for safe shelter, 
one of those could be a lead based paint remediation program, countywide. We are kind of 
thinking about doing something along those lines and then other public services. So, there could 
be funding for the Health Department and other heath activities for the County. So, I just wanted 
you to think about that and if you have any ideas on funding applications get in touch with us and 
I’d be happy to talk about it. Any questions?  
 
TYLER: Any questions? I don’t see any, thank you Bruce.  
 
WINEMILLER: Bruce, is it specifically buildings? Could there be other, for example if it was a 
trailer park?  
 
MISARSKI: Possibly, and it’s interesting, their approach this year is to, because they need to link 
this to Covid and it is sort of the out of the normal CDBG round, any ideas that we can put on 
paper and send it up to the Office for Community Renewal for review and they’ll give us some 
feedback on any concepts that we have. So, you can put an idea in and float it up to OCR and 
they’ll let us know if it sounds like it’s fundable.  
 
WINEMILLER: Thank you 
 
TYLER: Anything else?  
 
RAND: Yes, I would just like to say thank you for your support and assistance on the McKenzie 
Overlook Project. It is going to be a tremendous asset to the community.  
 
MISARSKI: Thank you 
 
TYLER: Thank you Bruce.  
Anything else to come before the committee? Not seeing anything, we are adjourned.  
 
 

AS THERE WAS NO FURTHER BUSINESS TO COME BEFORE THIS ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT/PLANNING/PUBLICITY COMMITTEE IT WAS ADJOURNED AT 10:50 AM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Dina Garvey, Deputy 
Clerk of the Board 


